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Intercontinental Championship Race Tech. Rome 2 April 2011 at 9:00 am Marriot Roma Airport Hotel *



Dears Colleague, Racers, and Constructors We are pleased to invite you to a workshop dedicated to the institution of a new world championship motorcycle racing series for pure prototypes concerning 50 - 125 - 250cc engines; particular attention will be focused to ecology. This meeting will take place in Rome on 2 April 2011 at 9:00 am at the Marriot Roma Airport Hotel, at walking distance from the Fiumicino airport. We will set out the project in detail and a part of the conference will be devoted to technical suggestions from potential participants for the final draft of the technical regulation. Speakers of the day will be: Franco Barazzutti (creator and director) Luigi Favaro (vice president UEM) Jan Thiel (engine designer and constructor) exclusive interview recorded from Thailand Joerg Moeller (engine designer) To be confirmed Gabriele Gnani (motorcycles constructor) Mike Austin (engine designer) At the event attend Dolph Van der Woude (engine designer) There will be a shuttle bus transfer from airport to hotel and back. Below is a brief description of the project.



IMPORTANT:



If you would like to attend this important event is required confirm your presence.



Intercontnental championship Race Tech. ®



After the erroneous substitution of GP 125cc 2-stroke with the 250cc 4-stroke and 250cc with Moto2 in the world championship speed, the necessity has arisen to create a parallel competition which will be a viable alternative to the poor technological level of the present World Championship. We call these series the "Intercontinental Championship Racing Technology", to attenuate the technical nature of the project. This championship would be a major attraction for new manufacturers that could actually create lower-cost real prototypes of maximum performance, and should not be in conflict with the FIM. This new venue might attract both new and established manufacturers and all those who no longer participate in the new four- stroke GP’s because of the exorbitant increased costs. The technical regulations have based on the classic GP regulations, but with the opening for multi-cylinder engines and with novelties as the use of biofuels and advanced power technologies such as direct injection. Many manufacturers, also in the automobile industry (Volvo, Saab, Fiat, Lotus etc.) have already invested in bi- and tri-fuel engines, as a means of becoming less dependable from oil, but mainly as a way to drastically turn down Co2 emissions. This will give us the opportunity to become the first ecologic world championship, where we could see the fastest as well as the cleanest motorcycles. We like to stress that ecologic does not imply slow racing, because a modern 2-stroke engine running on ethanol can be more competitive than a petrol engine while having a small CO2 footprint.



With these new regulations it could be feasible to develop and reach 270 km/h at almost zero environmental impact This championship will be of great interest to companies that produce technology and attractive to many professionals that do not like the current landscape of motorcycle technology. We emphasize the uniqueness of the class which is being solely for pure prototypes. This initiative would have a significant importance to the training of young drivers, who could learn from more experienced drivers. They would be able to build up technological knowledge on both very simple as well as very powerful machines. Furthermore this initiative creates an employment for skilled technicians who have lost their jobs as a result of the abolition of the classic categories. A very important goal we would like to achieve is to have a re-entry of the scientific community in motorcycle racing, like universities and research centres, who have been absent from the race tracks for many years. The project is in a very advanced stadium and we have the full support of an European federation which referred to the European Motorcycle Federation, that could be a successful venue. In agreement with the UEM we aim for the establishment of three categories: 50 cc 125 cc and 250cc for the time being, but it is possible that next years this could be extended to other classes. The races will be held at circuits where Grand Prix races have been held for decades, and in some cases still are held. The federation was so positive about the plan that they asked proposed to start already in March 2011 but this plan was rejected; in order to organize the series in the best possible way. Many manufacturers from the motorcycle sector have already shown their interest, as well as international technical organisations like the Oxfords Brookes University and several television broadcast organisations. The aim of this new league is to become a third branch of the global motorcycle racing, next to Superbike and MotoGP. Involved in the initiative are important names in the history of modern motorcycling including: Jan Thiel, Joerg Moeller, Dolph van der Woude, Loris Reggiani, Gabriele Gnani, Goeff Goddard, Eric Saul , Mike Austin , whose contribution is a guarantee for professionalism. There are also negotiations going on with two major sponsors, who are investigating the investment in our new championship To secure the continuity of the championship there will be set up a monitoring committee formed by technical professionals mentioned above, which will ensure the longevity of the league, though the Federation has given us maximum technical independence.



Programme of the meeting : Preliminary project definition **



h 9.20 h 9:40 h 9.55 h 10:10 h 10.30 h 10:55 h 11:15 h 11:35 h 12:10 h 13:00



Franco Barazzutti - Welcome and presentation Franco Barazzutti - Exposure of the project and objectives Luigi Favarato - The European federation and the circuits Franco Barazzutti - Introduction to technical rules : general limits, and fuels G. Gnani - The technical and economic feasibility Mike Austin - presentation of the new engine 2t ATH , considerations on the injection of fuel in the 2t Jan Thiel - general considerations and meaning of the championship, competitive analysis (recorded video) Coffee break Franco Barazzutti mod. : definition of technical rules: opinions and suggestions of the participants end of the event and signing of the register of non-binding consensus



*



In case of problems, not caused by the organization, the event will be postponed to later date. If possible the change will be a few days , otherwise a notice will be sent in 15 days in advance.



**



In case of problems resulting from the speakers or from logistics that are beyond the control of the organizer , the program may have changes in content and time.



for information, and confirm your presence please write to: [email protected]
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Dear colleague 

This talk inquires on the distribution of procedural (phase) and representational (classically #, the Prosodic Hierarchy) means of transmitting information to the ...
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Dear Customer, 

pilot input this maneuver is attainable. To exit this maneuver the recommended method is to insert your hand between the â€žA" and â€žB" risers and apply forward ...
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Dear Author, 

partial pieces of code, by using the ACSL language ... language that can express a wide range of functional ..... analysis in case of remaining warnings (go to.
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Dear Colleagues 

Antonio Perez-LopÃ©z, Director. SEA, Serrano1444, 28006 Madrid, Spain www.eaa-fenestra.org. Slovenian Acoustical Society. SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT ...
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Dear Partners 

Please pray for these small groups, that each participant would grow in his relationship with God, or start one, that the relationships in the group would be strong ...
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Dear Vice-President Ansip, Dear Commissioner Oettinger - IAB Europe 

23 nov. 2016 - The new ePrivacy instruments must not require the provision of a ... Any future ePrivacy instrument must leave European publishers free to.
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Dear Sergey, all - WikiLeaks 

2 avr. 2012 - F-2014-20439 Doc No. C05793020 Date: 10/30/2015. Classified by DAS, A/GIS, DoS on 10/30/2015 - Class: CONFIDENTIAL - Reason: 1.4 ...
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Dear Client - Morningstar 

3 mars 2016 - CommuniquÃ© de presse. Relations ... aux investisseurs un filtre ESG qu'ils peuvent utiliser pour Ã©valuer les fonds ainsi que d'autres produits de.
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Champagne - Dear Minds 

80/20 Chard/Pinot -->Chalk-ay! 2006. 160. * Vouette & Sorbée - "Saignée de Sorbée" - Extra-Brut - Buxières-sur-Arce *Bio Tisane de Pinot. Bon pour la santé!
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Champagne - Dear Minds 

Cornas - Domaine du Tunnel - RhÃ´ne/France Une Ã©toile montante de la rÃ©gion. Top. 2010. 90. * Morgon "CÃ´te du Py" - Jean Foillard - Beaujolais/France *Bio ...
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Dear Author - Daniel RACOCEANU 

MICO: the COgnitive virtual MIcroscope project. N. LomÃ©nie1,2, L. Roux1, ... capabilities. The MICO project (Cognitive Microscope) aims at designing an integrated virtual microscope system with image analysis, knowledge management and eventually ...
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Dear partners, Laurie 

1665 Niagara Blvd, Lewivile, TX 75067 pone 972-317-3297. OR. July 30, 209 at 7:0 pm at t home of Quinton and Bety Erckson. 6947 Merrlee Lane, Dalas, TX ...
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Dear JIGMOM participant, 

In fact, Michael Meacher, MP, the former UK government environment ... that Genetic Roulette â€œis clearly going to provide a new, powerful, easy-to-handle tool for.
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Dear Life - Mike Liadouze 

Jan 27, 2017 - Brevet Animateur Country Form' 1 & 2, AccrÃ©ditÃ© NTA DF4. Dear Life. ChorÃ©graphe : Mike Liadouze (Janvier 2017). Sequence : AABB tag1 ...
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Dear friends and partners 

Aug 29, 2018 - (Jean Calvin, Commentary on the book of Exodus, Ex 22:25, p. 428 â€“ quick translation by Yannick Chiron). -> European conference. Every four ...
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Dear friends and partners 

All ogeher, hey are eaf eff5 en the efore the 5al st Pae nfa er efore 10. Yannick. Yannick et Laurie CHIRON * 11 rue du Clos Robert * 35520 La Chapelle des ...
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Dear Client - Morningstar 

3 mars 2016 - Morningstar met Ã  jour le Sustainability Score d'un portefeuille (le MorningstarÂ® Portfolio Sustainability ScoreTM) Ã  chaque fois qu'un nouvel ...
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Dear Japanese friends, 

Dec 1, 2006 - GMO Opposition Week ... Video duration 7:12 ... An instance of this uncontrolled propagation of AGC occurred this year at a global level. Long.
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dear daddy coupons dbid 3pq8wt 
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dear bossytype person dbid 1e997 
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Dear Contributor - Joseph Poupin, CV 

The PDF proof of your article, which is to appear in The Journal of the Marine ...... Galil B.S. (1997) Crustacea, Decapoda: a revision of the Indo-Pacific species of ... 480. 481. 482. 483. 484. 485. 486. 487. 488. 489. 490. 491. 492. 493. 494. 495.
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dear comrades brovkin vladimir n dbid 30ns 
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dear beloved son english edition dbid 1pz7z 
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